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42 Menopause
Symptoms

1. Irregular or no periods
2. Unable to become have                  
ch pregnant
3.    Hot flushes 
4.    Night sweats 
5.    Anxiety 
6.    Panic attacks
7.    Mood swings
8.    Irritability 
9.    Depression

 

10.Disturbed sleep 
11.Insomnia 
12.Fatigue 
13. Tearfulness 
14.Foggy brain 
15. Memory loss 
16.Weight gain 
17.Loss of libido 
18.Stress incontinence 
19.Vaginal dryness 
20.Dizziness
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42 Menopause
Symptoms

21.    Muscle tension 
22.    Body odour 
23.    Electric shocks 
24.    Gum problems 
25.    Burning tongue
26.    Hair loss 
27.    Digestive issues 
28.    Brittle nails 
29.    Tingling 
30.    Dry & itchy skin 
31.    Joint pain 
32.    Breast soreness

 

33.    Irregular heartbeat 
34.    Bloating 
35.    Stiff joints 
36.    Headaches 
37.    Suicidal 
38.    Vagina atrophy 
39.    Lower sexual stimulation
40.    Allergies
41.    Osteoporosis/ Brit
42.   Food intolerance's  e.g.         
dair gluten, dairy
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5 Top Tips for 
Beating the Menopause

1. Wear thin layers of clothing, so if you feel a little extra 
warmth it is easy to take off a layer or two and cool down. 

Sometimes being too wrapped up, especially around the neck 
area can bring on that unwanted warmth. 

2. Take time out of the day, even just for 10 minutes to sit, 
meditate, relax and make time for you. This is important for 

general wellbeing as well as menopausal symptoms.

3. Avoid hot and hot together -
 a hot drink & a hot meal can often trigger a hot flush/flash. The 

simple answer is to have a cold drink with a hot meal.
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5 Top Tips for 
Beating the Menopause

 
4. Red wine is a common trigger. If this is a trigger for you 

or your client, avoidance is the best course of action. 
However, if you do have a glass or two, you do so with the 
knowledge that you may experience that extra warmth. 
This changes everything, it means that you have made the 

choice; you are in control not the menopause.
 

5. Know your own triggers. Take notice or even write 
down when you have a hot flush/flash, then think back to 
around �⁄� hour before that happened. Note down what 

you were doing, eating or drinking. You may be surprised 
to notice what stands out as a common trigger.



Cool Beach
As you know hypnosis is a very effective & powerful 
tool, used to relieve a wide variety of issues, 
menopausal hot flushes & night sweats being one of 
them. 

This visualisation is to help you, help your clients 
relax and feel cool. Scan the QR Code to access the 
audio recording - Cool Beach - Script Below.
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Instant Downloadable Access to:
·     Live training replay

·     Manual containing 6 scripts 
·     Information on hormones

·     Common triggers & how to fix them
·     Foods 

·     Andropause with Scripts for men
·     Certificate 

·     1 to 1 Q & A session
·     Marketing Replay to get you going

·     FaceBook support group
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Menopause Relief 
Core Program 

$247
Menopause Video 
with your details
worth over $500 



Okay, so all I want you to do is just get yourself nice and comfortable. 
Just ready to relax… 
What I would like you to do is just to take in a nice, deep, calm inward
breath… when you let that breath go, I want you to let out any tensions 
from the day…
And then taking a nice deep breath in full of peace… 
Let out any doubts…
Finally, I want you to breathe in tranquility…
and breathe out any annoyances…
And as you focus on that breath, as you watch or feel that breath 
coming in through your nostrils, that lovely cool inward breath… letting 
go of that warmer outward breath, you can feel yourself sinking deeper 
and deeper, down and down, down into that wonderful place deep 
inside, that special place…

Cool Beach
Script
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And as you feel that lovely coolness as you breathe it in, letting go of that 
extra warmth as you breathe out. You might hear very faintly in the 
background that ticking of the clock, that steady rhythm that never stops, 
just slowly ticking…
And as you focus on that sound, you can find yourself drifting even deeper, 
sinking down and down. Deeper and deeper. Finding yourself in that 
peaceful place…
Maybe you find yourself on that wonderful beach. It's that wonderful time of 
day, where the sun's beginning to sink, there’s a lovely, gentle cool breeze. 
The beach is so peaceful and so calm at this time of day…
There is just you there, this is your beach, a special place for you and only 
you…
As you stand right on that shoreline, with the water gently curling around 
you toes… Lovely and cool, just right…
Watching that sun, that beautiful spectacular light show, with all those lovely 
colours… the flame oranges, the yellows the pinks… and watch curiously how 
the blue changes from that beautiful summer day blue as it starts to change 
with a yellow tinge to a different blue.
As you watch us that sun as it gently sinks down and down and down deeper 
and deeper towards the horizon… Those colours become even more 
intense…
And as those colours become even more intense, you feel more peaceful… 
You feel more balanced… You feel perfect at this time, where everything is in
harmony where you feel good…
Nice and cool, just right. And all those tensions from the day have just drifted 
away. You've just let them go… How great does that feel?



As you stand there just feeling that lovely cool water around your feet, 
cooling you down. Feeling great. feeling fantastic. It's just so peaceful… 
You get that deep sense of calm, all is good. 
You breathe in all the wellbeing from this place. And as those colours, 
that sun sinks down even more, down and down and down, and those 
colours become so much more intense…
So much more colour, stronger. You feel that you can take that into 
yourself and how wonderful that is that you can absorb that intense 
strength, intense colour, becoming more you…
As you stand there just feeling that lovely cool water around your feet, 
cooling you down. Feeling great. feeling fantastic. It's just so peaceful… 
You get that deep sense of calm, all is good. 
You breathe in all the wellbeing from this place. And as those colours, 
that sun sinks down even more, down and down and down, and those 
colours become so much more intense…
So much more colour, stronger. You feel that you can take that into 
yourself and how wonderful that is that you can absorb that intense 
strength, intense colour, becoming more you…
And those extra moments of warmth just drift away. Just drift away. 
And as those moments of extra warmth just drift away. leaving you 
feeling perfect, you feel so amazing. 
You can wander along the beach now… And as you wander along the 
beach, you notice that there's a beautiful rock pool ahead. Ummm, 
how curious… You wander over to the rock pool and look in, you can 
see lots of different things there…



Shells and stones. There are water anomies, little plants and as you look 
even closer you see that there are little tiny fish that are almost 
invisible, almost transparent, the light just glints off their scales as they 
move. 
You look even closer, and you can see many other things in that water… 
But, at one end of the rock pool, something kind of just catches your 
eye, just a tiny little glimpse of something just peeking out from the 
sand… This really does pique your curiosity as you move over now, just 
gently put your hand into that lovely cool water, how refreshing that 
is… And just gently scrape away the sand from that tiny little thing… A 
bit more is revealed… Keep on scraping away, you realize that it's a 
box…
So, you scrape it away till it's all revealed and pull it out… It's a 
beautiful, beautiful box, like a treasure chest, if you like, maybe it’s just 
plain wood, it may be gold and it may be something else… Gently shake 
it… you can hear something in there… How curious! So, you put it down 
and lift up the lid… Inside, inside that box is a very special gift just for 
you at this moment in time… Something that is significant for you that 
will help you in some way. Might be a word, it might be a phrase, it 
might be an object. It might be a note giving you something, some 
advice. I Don't know, but you do…  Take it out… Feel it in your hands… 
Look at what it is… Understand why you have that message, that gift… 



Feeling really cool and calm and peaceful…
You can put that gift in your pocket to bring back with you, as I prepare 
to bring you back now, to the here and now. Feeling cool, feeling calm, 
feeling confident. 
So, five, four, feel that energy coming back in through body, 3, 2 and 1, 
feeling fantastic. You can open your eyes

You can use this script as a taster
 with clients. 

 
I hope you find it useful

Thank you
 

Helen Breward
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